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Major General A. 
(Alexander) Schnitger

Enabling Secure Collaboration Between Industry & Governments ... The 
Transglobal Secure Collaboration Program (TSCP) invites you to attend 
the key event designed to provide the information and tools to help 
tackle secure collaboration and interoperability issues: the TSCP Secure 
Collaboration Conference and EXPO on October 12-13, 2011 in The 
Hague, Netherlands.

Hosted by The Netherlands Ministry of Defence, the conference will 
gather an unprecedented caliber of security leaders from government 
agencies, military departments, intelligence operatives and aerospace 
/ defence and technology companies. Each will provide their own in-
sights and experiences within critical areas of secure collaboration and 
interoperability.

For a detailed list of speakers and topics, visit www.TSCP.org/expo-agenda
Conference agenda topics and schedules are subject to change.

Colonel Th.J.W. 
Verhallen

Major General A. (Alexander) Schnitger
Born in Rotterdam, Maj. Gen. Schnitger began his military career in 1979 while studying at the Royal Military 
Academy in Breda. He then attended the Euro-NATO Joint Jet Pilot Training in 1983 at Sheppard AFB in the 
United States after which he received the Grand Army pilot’s license. 

Maj. Gen. Schnitger followed an operational pilot career path with various assignments within the Royal Neth-
erlands Air Force and within NATO. He was commander of 315 Squadron in August 2001, after which he was 
placed as a national planner on the staff of the Chief of Defence. He later transferred to the NATO Combined 
Air Operations Centre in Germany as Director of Operations with the rank of colonel at the end of 2003. After 
serving as commander of the Volkel Air Base, Maj. Gen. Schnitger served in the Air Force Command as Direc-
tor of Operations with the rank of commodore. He was appointed to his present position of Major General and 
Director of Operational Policy, Requirements and Plans at the Defence Staff in December 2009, in which he is 

the “Corporate Planner,” and develops the Cyber Strategy for The Netherlands Defence for the Chief of Defence.

Colonel Rob Boots, Program Manager and Netherlands Ministry of Defence Liaison to TSCP
Col. Boots attended Tilburg University, where he majored in information management. He joined the Nether-
lands Royal Air Force in 1975. After over 10 years in various assignments in Missile Air Defence, Colonel Boots 
began working in the information technology branch of the Netherlands Ministry of Defence, where he special-
ized in Command and Control systems, as well as areas of human resource, health care and logistics. Col. Boots 
worked on several innovation programs in crisis and disaster management and international collaboration. He 
currently works in the field of civil and military collaboration with public security partners within the Nether-
lands. 

In a recent phone conversation with Trust Points, Col. Boots stated that the most important benefit to the Neth-
erlands Ministry of Defence from its participation in TSCP is more secure communications. “We needed a safer 

way to communicate with industry and other government offices. We continue to see the potential for enormous benefit to the Nether-
lands Ministry of Defence, especially without having to implement many bilateral agreements.” The Ministry plans a small implementation 
of TSCP’s secure e-mail specifications this year, as well as Identity Federation, another TSCP specification that ensures secure document 
sharing. 

Colonel Th.J.W. Verhallen, Principal Executive for Material Logistics 
Colonel Th.J.W. Verhallen completed his initial education as an Air Force officer in electronic engineering at the 
Royal Netherlands Military Academy in 1979. He began his career as Air Force representative for various National 
Industries for contracts that were primarily related to Command & Control, Communications, Computers and In-
formation, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (C4ISR). After majoring in Electronics at the Technical University in 
Delft in1989, Col. Verhallen became a Project Manager in various C4ISR-related projects in which he introduced 
modern project management principles and techniques. Col. Verhallen received his MBA and MBI from Erasmus 
University. His projects provided him the opportunity to work with NATO. His three-year NATO assignment gave 
him a good understanding of international business. Col. Verhallen is currently the Principal Executive for all 
Material Logistic related programs, including those programs collaborating with TSCP.  

TSCP Conference features Ministry of Defence Officers

http://www.tscp.org/expo-agenda
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Netherlands Ministry of Defence will host 
TSCP Conference and Expo at the Hague
Major General Schnitger will sign Agreement with CertiPath to Secure Defence 
Collaboration Capabilities
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  8:30 Registration

10:30 Welcome Col. Rob Boots and NLMoD Brief by Col. Tyro Verhallen

11:00  Secure Collaboration A&D, Gov, Tech and Supply Chain “360 degree view”

13:00 Document Labeling / Document Control Panel

14:00 Break 

14:15 Break out tracks
Legal Federation American Bar Association•	
PLM  Panel (BAE Systems,SAP, NLR)•	
Public-Private Cyber Sharing Partnerships•	
Cyber Defence Capability Framework by NATO NC3A•	

15:15 Keynote Speaker Major General Alexander Schnitger

16:15 Expo tour and Reception

16:15 Netherlands Ministry of Defence and CertiPath: PKI Go Live Ceremony

16:45 Expo Tour & highlight Capabilities overview
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8:00 Executive private demonstrations of the expo

9:30 Welcome and opening remarks

9:45 Cloud Computing Risks Panel (data protection) A&D, Gov, Tech and Supply Chain “360 degree view”

10:40 Break

11:50 Break out tracks
APT CODE Analysis -  {Microsoft will review how they identify APT issues within their code}•	
APT Cyber security  - {Boeing will demonstrate security strategies and Industry concerns}•	
PLCS and Share-A-space: Supporting heterogeneous and agile supply networks•	

11:45 Lunch  / Networking Opportunity

13:20 Computer Defence Architectural Framework

14:00 UKCeB SEEOTI (Signed and Encrypted E-mail Over The Internet)

14:40 Break

14:50 NATO C3 Classification Taxonomy

16:00 Expo / Demonstrations Tour  (Coffee, refreshments)
Expo Tour & highlight Capabilities overview

Access agenda 
via phone

The Netherlands Ministry of Defence will 
host the Transglobal Secure Collaboration 
Program’s upcoming Fall Business Week, 
Conference and Expo at The Hague, Oct. 
10-13. The Expo’s live demonstrations will 
touch on key specifications that are already 
used in production, future capabilities cur-
rently underway and innovative concepts 
that will further improve information se-
curity footprint. The Netherlands Ministry 
of Defence has been a key contributor and 
member of TSCP since 2007; its employees 
and officers have been active participants 
in TSCP initiatives to enhance security for 
their collaborative environments within 
the Ministry and with other government 
agencies. 

Key Ministry of Defence officers and civil-
ian managers will attend the conference, 
and several will speak and participate in 
live demonstrations. Col. Rob Boots, who 
has been the liaison to TSCP for the Neth-
erlands Ministry of Defence since 2007, 
will deliver the welcome speech for the 
Expo opening session and present a joint 
briefing with Col. Tyro Verhalen, the Prin-
cipal Executive for all Material Logistic re-
lated programs, including those programs 
collaborating with TSCP. Major General A. 
(Alexander) Schnitger will be the keynote 
speaker for the TSCP afternoon session 
on Oct. 12, after which he will participate 
in a ceremonial signing of an agreement 
with CertiPath, a U.S. – based company 
that provides the only commercially avail-
able PKI-based communications bridge 
for secure internet communications. Jeff 

Nigriny, president and CEO of CertiPath, 
will participate in the signing on behalf of 
his company. 

Execution of the agreement is the culmi-
nation of three years of work between the 
Netherlands Ministry of Defence and Cer-
tiPath. With the agreement and the tech-
nical exchange of digital cross-certificates, 
the Netherlands Ministry of Defence will 
be able to trust and validate identity cre-

dentials held by the organizations repre-
sented within the TSCP membership and 
the U.S. government. Likewise, the U.S. 
government and TSCP members will be 
able to trust and validate identity creden-
tials issued by the Netherlands Ministry 
of Defence. Similar work has been ongo-
ing with the United Kingdom’s Ministry of 
Defence and is anticipated to conclude in 
the coming months, further extending this 
trust fabric.
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Trust Points Showcasing TSCP’s 
Contributions to Aerospace 
and Defense Security

As Chairman of the Transglobal Secure Collaboration Program, I am very pleased 
to announce the launch of our new e-magazine, Trust Points, as we also prepare 
for an exciting Business Week and Expo at The Hague in the Netherlands, begin-
ning October 10, 2011.

When you browse through the magazine and read about how TSCP member 
companies are developing and improving solutions to address some of the data 
security issues that we in the A&D community face each day, you will realize how 
fast our initiatives to build a safer Cyber Space based on Secure Collaboration are 
moving. 

Trust Points will be published periodically throughout the year to report on the progress and accomplish-
ments of the working groups that our member companies are collaborating on. 

The Expo was created to showcase how much TSCP has achieved in the members’ shared mission to de-
fine, test and deploy production-ready specifications that mitigate the risks of compliance, complexity and 
costs inherent in the A&D business environment. Featured will be almost a dozen demonstrations of TSCP 
initiatives in which you will see first-hand how members are sharing highly sensitive information through 
e-mail, in on-line environments and more. You will also have the opportunity to see areas in which TSCP 
Technology Members are leading innovation with the development of new, advanced solutions.

These solutions meet the four strategic goals of TSCP, which:
Enable secure information sharing within and between industry and governments.•	
Enable collaboration compliant with export control and relevant policies and company Intellectual •	
Property protection policies.
Define a set of interoperable specifications and solutions that enables re-use in a cost effective •	
manner across multiple programs.
Make TSCP specifications and solutions a standard in the A&D community.•	

I look forward to seeing you at The Hague Business Week in October, and invite you to provide your im-
pressions and feedback about your experience there by dropping me a line anytime at Philippe.Laflandre@
tscp.org.

With my warmest Secure Collaborative regards,

Philippe Laflandre
Chairman, Transglobal Secure Collaboration Program

chairman’s corner

mailto:Philippe.Laflandre@tscp.org
mailto:Philippe.Laflandre@tscp.org
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in this issue ...
FEATURES:

10  TSCP Summary Report:
Federated Identity Management
…a 3PA model will be the best method to facilitate the multi-tiered, high-
assurance trust required among all the TSCP members.

14  Using Information Labeling and Handling (ILH) to 
Implement a Sustainable Security Model for Global 
Collaboration
A new approach, Information Labeling and Handling (ILH), takes advantage of 
the fact that end users are familiar with information labeling requirements. ILH 
puts those labels to work to automate security decisions.

15  TSCP’s Secure E-mail v.1 Specifications Released
With every business sector under increasingly sophisticated and persistent cyber 
attacks, the need for a secure e-mail capability for the A&D sector has been firmly 
established as a key component of this environment.

16  TSCP Joins White House Initiative for a Safer Internet
The NSTIC is a White House initiative to engage private sector businesses, public 
sector agencies and other organizations to collaborate in the effort to improve 
the privacy and security of using the Internet, particularly for sensitive online 
transactions like banking or the transmission of personal health information.

ALSO INSIDE:

4    Chairman’s Corner
6    Membership Director’s Corner
18  Membership Update 

10

14

16

Transglobal Secure Collaboration Program
2300 Corporate Park Drive, Suite 150
Herndon, VA 20171
Phone: 703.793.7873 

About TSCP Trust Points
Trust Points is published periodically throughout the year by Transglobal Secure Collaboration 
Program, 2300 Corporate Park Drive, Suite 150, Herndon, VA 20171. Phone: 703.793.7873.
We welcome your comments about Trust Points: e-mail us at press@tscp.org

TSCP Chairman: Philippe Laflandre
TSCP Vice Chairman: Keith Ward
TSCP Membership Director: JP Calderon

Copyright 2011 by Transglobal Secure Collaboration Program (TSCP). All material contained herein 
is protected by copyright laws and owned by TSCP. No part of this publication may be reproduced or 
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopy, recording 
or any information storage and retrieval system, without written permission from the publisher. 
The inclusion or exclusion of any content does not mean that the publisher advocates or rejects its 
use. While considerable care is taken in the production of this and all issues, no responsibility can 
be accepted for any errors or omissions. Publisher is not liable for the content or representations in 
submitted advertisements or for transcription or reproduction errors.

mailto:press@tscp.org
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Join Our Efforts to Secure Communication 
and Collaboration among Aerospace 
and Defense Industry Leaders

As TSCP Membership Director, I am pleased to welcome you to the launch of our 
new electronic news magazine, Trust Points. 

TSCP members are a global mix of companies and government organizations, 
ranging from the largest A&D companies in the world to representatives of gov-
ernment organizations and technology companies in the U.S. and Europe. As a re-
sult, each issue promises a range of perspectives, but always with the same goal… 
secure collaboration, secure data sharing for our members, their customers and 
their supply chains. 

I hope you will find the articles interesting and informative, and return to our website periodically to stay 
informed about ongoing TSCP projects and initiatives. For example, in this issue, we have included an ar-
ticle about The National Strategies for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace (NSTIC), a White House initiative 
that several TSCP member companies are actively participating in. NSTIC is something we can all relate 
to as Internet users who want safety and security for our personal information. 

Future issues of Trust Points will include announcements of new TSCP members, information about up-
coming events, including the Business Week and Expos, and even countering views by member companies 
on the use of technology solutions. These will appear as whitepapers, case studies or use cases. These ar-
ticles will reflect the real-world requirements of the Aerospace and Defense community, and the solutions 
presented may already be in use by TSCP member companies.

I encourage you to read about what TSCP is doing, and to keep up with important information about 
TSCP initiatives and events by visiting our website, www.tscp.org, for future issues of Trust Point. 

I also hope to see you at our upcoming Business Week and Expo, being held at The Hague in the Nether-
lands, Oct. 10-13, 2011. 

Please send your feedback about our news magazine or the Expo directly to me at jp.calderon@tscp.org.

Regards,

JP Calderon
TSCP Membership Director

membership director’s corner

http://www.tscp.org
mailto:jp.calderon@tscp.org
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working groups

A&D & Government 
Executive Forum

Legal Advisor Working 
Group (LAW)

TSCP Government  
Alignment Committee

Architecture 
Board (AB)

Export Control Working 
Group (ECWG)

Cyber Security Working 
Group (CSWG)

Key decision makers who create • 
or implement Policies
CIOs & CTOs of Government & • 
A&D Companies 

15 attorneys including • 
Commercial & Government 
members
Common Intellectual Property • 
Issues for Global supply-chain

TSCP Government reps • 
“DoD, GSA, UK MOD, France, 
Netherlands MOD”
Evaluate policies that relate to • 
TSCP’s work to identify and 
address gaps between policy and 
commercial solutions

Ensure TSCP specifications • 
meet export requirements of 
major A&D companies and 
governments
US DoD, UK MOD, and NL MOD • 
involvement

Architecture and Design Teams, • 
Development and Integration 
Teams
Lead architects who evaluate • 
and affirm TSCP’s technical 
direction

Ensure TSCP specifications • 
help mitigate the risks 
associated with today’s and 
tomorrow’s Cyber Security 
attacks and vulnerabilities.
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WHAT WE DO 
The TSCP community works together 
to solve common challenges that impact 
major programs today: the risks related to 
compliance as well as the complexity, costs 
and duplication that are inherent in large-
scale collaborative programs that span na-
tional jurisdictions. These challenges are 
addressed in the context of export control 
regulations of the members’ host countries 
and the protection of members’ intellectual 
property (IP).

TSCP defines and tests vendor-agnostic 
specifications for collaboration in mission-
critical A&D environments. These specifi-
cations enable the industry to implement 
solutions for:

INTERPERSONAL •	
COMMUNICATIONS – e-mail, 
instant messaging and conferencing
GROUP COLLABORATIVE •	
WORKING – document sharing and 
access to applications
AUTOMATED DATA EXCHANGE •	
– product life-cycle and supply chain 
management

TSCP’s aims to accelerate the time from 
identifying collaborative requirements to 
creating specifications and the deployment 
of the resulting capability. The TSCP has 
created specifications that are common 
and reusable among its member base to 
reduce overall integration complexity, co-
ordination time, and ultimately, collabora-
tion costs.

Each TSCP member and organization de-
fines its own supply chain requirements, 

sitting at the same table with their custom-
ers, peers, partners and subcontractors. 
Together, they determine specifications to 
achieve common security criteria, com-
mensurate with the value of the data they 
share. 

TSCP shares software requirements de-
rived from new specifications with the 
world’s largest IT providers and vendors, 
motivating them to incorporate compliant 
software into their product lines. 

TSCP’s member government agencies and 
organizations play the roles of partner, 
customer and regulator. It is in TSCP’s in-
terest to engage policymakers and regula-
tors, as policies and regulations related to 
identity and collaboration are shaped, and 
to convince governments to acknowledge 
and adopt specifications in favor of TSCP’s 
positions. 

TSCP invites government representatives 
to participate as members to facilitate the 
evaluation and vetting of its policies and 
specifications within the relevant govern-
ment agencies and standards arms. Gov-
ernment input, acknowledgment and ac-
ceptance of TSCP specifications are critical 
to TSCP’s success.

HOW WE DO IT
TSCP manages Working Groups that are 
dedicated to producing the capabilities and 
specifications that have been selected for 
development. Specification development 
is scheduled and strictly managed using 
conventional program management meth-
odology. Each specification goes through 
proof-of-concept and pilot testing prior 

to being released. The Working Groups 
are comprised of engineers, subject mat-
ter experts, project managers and business 
managers who are contributed as resources 
by the TSCP member companies and or-
ganizations. 

Once specifications are released, TSCP 
makes them publicly available for wide-
spread adoption by integrators, service 
providers and commercial-off-the-shelf 
(COTS) software vendors. TSCP is not 
itself a solution provider or software ven-
dor.

WHAT WE HAVE ACCOMPLISHED
TSCP has established a strong coalition of 
A&D industry leaders to address common 
challenges facing the stakeholders in key 
government programs. TSCP has:

Engaged collectively with standards •	
bodies and policy authorities, ensuring 
continued alignment with TSCP 
standards and policies.
Published the framework for secure •	
collaboration into the public domain, 
providing members and their partners 
with the technical architecture and 
business framework to operate secure 
electronic collaboration systems.
Established a legal framework for •	
the assertion of identities to facilitate 
the exchange of sensitive IP across 
organization.
Established the first Aerospace PKI •	
Bridge, CertiPath®, cross-certified with 
the U.S. Federal PKI Bridge.
Established a foundation for a •	
multilateral trust network across TSCP 
members and other stakeholders.

WHO WE ARE
TSCP is a membership organization of worldwide stakeholders in 
the Aerospace and Defense industry whose members address data 
security issues within the collaboration space. Established in 2002 
as a collaborative forum, TSCP is the only government and indus-
try partnership that has created a framework for secure electronic 
transmissions and sharing of sensitive information internationally. 
For TSCP members - which include major government depart-
ments and agencies as well as the largest defense and aerospace 
manufacturers and systems integrators around the world – this 
framework enables secure access to other members’ sensitive data 
by creating a collaborative environment based on scalable and ef-
ficient trust mechanisms. Today, TSCP’s scope has broadened to 

include government entities and their prime contractors as well as 
thousands of global suppliers. Its focus has expanded from secure 
data access to data-centric information protection.

TSCP members face common issues, and understand the savings 
in time and money that can be gained through collaborating on 
the challenges of secure information-sharing. As concerns of data 
leakage, intellectual property protection and export control com-
pliance began to rise, the TSCP established an industry approach 
to protecting sensitive information, an approach based on interop-
erable trust mechanisms.

About the Transglobal Secure Collaboration Program
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By Jeff Nigriny, CertiPath and
Randy Sabett, ZwillGen PLLC

Earlier this year, the American Bar 
Association’s Identity Management 
Legal Task Force and the Transglobal 
Secure Collaboration Project (TSCP) 
held a joint meeting to discuss Iden-
tity Management issues. Tom Smed-
inghoff, a partner at the Chicago 
office of Edwards Wildman Palmer, 
LLC, a global law firm, and chair of 
the ABA Task Force, moderated the 
discussion, which focused on liability, 
contracts and how an Identity Man-
agement system should be structured. 
This report on Federated Identity 
Management, authored by Jeff Ni-
griny, President and CEO of Certi-
Path, and Randy Sabett, an attorney 
with ZwillGen, PLLC, was derived 
from those discussions.

Federated Identity Management 
Analysis:

FIM consists of (1) the collection and au-
thentication of identity information about 
a user by an identity provider (IdP), and 
(2) disclosure of that identity information 
for authentication to a service provider 
(SP) - the relying party. This requires us-
ers to provide their identity information, 
trading risk for the reward of participating 
in the federated identity system. Confi-
dence in the system is achieved by ensur-
ing that all information collected by IdPs 
and shared with SPs for authentication, is 
updated, accurate, safe, private, and not 
shared with any unauthorized third par-
ties or individuals. For FIM to be applied 
to the TSCP Federation, TSCP must adopt 
standards that allow technical as well as 
contractual scalability.

In assessing the needs of TSCP members, 
a third party assurance (3PA) model has 
evolved as the most appropriate frame-

work to adopt because the federation 
would benefit both from leveraging exist-
ing bilateral agreements between IdPs and 
SPs and from utilizing a third party Feder-
ation Operator (FO) as its governing entity. 
The 3PA model fits these needs by uniquely 
imposing a “double binding” obligation on 
the IdP, while not disrupting pre-existing 
agreements or requiring each IdP to con-
tract with all other IdPs or SPs. When an 
IdP enters into a bilateral contract with the 
FO to join the federation, it agrees to abide 
by the Common Operating Rules (COR) 
that are incorporated by reference into the 
bilateral contract. The COR represents the 
mandatory operational policies, documen-
tation, and procedures that the FO enforc-
es among participants in the federation. 
When implemented, the COR establishes 
a compliance infrastructure for the fed-
eration and a set of standards by which all 
IdPs must abide to maintain their certifica-
tion. In addition, the COR can be incorpo-
rated by reference in an addendum to an 
existing agreement between an SP and IdP 
(or alternatively, in a new bilateral contract 
in the event the SP and IdP have not pre-
viously contracted), which reinforces the 
IdP’s obligation to the COR.

While the 3PA model does not eliminate 
the possibility of an IdP inappropriately 
granting access to the SP’s data, it does 
provide a more robust and reliable delivery 
method for identification data on which to 
base an authentication decision -- the mod-
el encourages confidence in SPs relying on 
an IdP’s assertions, whom they know are 
in compliance with the COR based on the 
FO’s certification. Currently, TSCP is ex-
ploring other use cases that would leverage 
FIM capability. This includes secure e-mail, 
file sharing, and other technical offerings. 
The steps going forward to make a 3PA sys-
tem possible will benefit from a standard-
ized bilateral agreement between the IdP 

TSCP Summary Report:

Federated Identity Management
Executive Summary:
Identity federation is a concept by which one party (the asserting 
party) provides adequate identity information to a relying party, 
whether it is affiliated or unaffiliated, on which the relying party 
can make a trust-based decision. By establishing a trust frame-
work to support such assertions, transactions can be conducted 
by parties that are involved in such a framework in a way that is 
supported by both standard technology and agreed upon alloca-
tions of liability. Both our research and interviews have identified 
requirements from TSCP members that fit well with a Federated 
Identity Management (FIM) approach. FIM offers members and 
their users the benefits of added security, cost-savings and con-
venience. Critically, it leverages the existing legal and operational 
framework used by organizations in the industry that provide and 
rely on one another’s identity assertions.
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and FO, as well as amendment language 
for use between IdPs and SPs. These items 
were prepared and presented to the TSCP’s 
Legal Advisory Working Group (LAWG), 
and will evolve within that group based on 
member feedback and commentary. 

Liability Analysis:

The authors believe the double binding 
feature of a 3PA model will be the best 
method to facilitate the multi-tiered, high-
assurance trust required among all the 
TSCP members. The long-term success 
of the TSCP Federation will hinge on the 
members’ ability to agree on a sound legal 
framework with proper proportions of li-
ability exposure. Given the prevalence of 
existing relationships between parties in 
the industry, the TSCP seeks to build from 
pre-negotiated liability allocations between 
parties. Those contracts, however, cannot 
necessarily be leveraged on their own. To 
facilitate the process, while minimizing 
costs and complications, one could utilize 
an amendment for IdPs and SPs to sign af-

ter an IdP has contracted with the FO to 
join the federation. The amendment would 
be crafted to fill any gap between liability 
provisions already agreed upon between 
the parties in other bilateral agreements; 
namely, it would reinforce the SP’s posi-
tion as a third party beneficiary of the IdP 
and FO’s contract allowing the IdP to make 
assertions in the federation. This not only 
enables a backstop protection obligating 
the IdP to comply with the COR, which 
is incorporated by reference, but also pro-
vides an SP with recourse in the event of 
any contractual breach. The following is 
a breakdown of the liability allocation for 
each of the parties:

IdP: Once an IdP signs an agreement with 
the FO to enter into the federation, the FO 
certifies the IdP against the COR. The IdP 
could be found to be in breach of the con-
tract if it does not adhere to the standards 
governing the community as set forth in 
the COR. This agreement also contains a 
provision to indemnify all SPs to whom the 
IdP asserts identities. Other possible liabil-

ity-inducing activities include improper 
issuance of credentials. If this were to hap-
pen, an IdP would be held liable unless it 
had followed the COR. Additionally, the 
contract requires adherence to the COR 
when IdPs revoke or alter credential val-
ues. Finally, it provides general protection 
of data from accidental disclosure and/or 
malicious modification. 

SP: A significant component of the 3PA 
model includes the pre-existing agree-
ments often involved in use cases between 
IdPs and SPs. This feature is characteristic 
of many TSCP members and can be lever-
aged to reduce contractual negotiations 
and complications. In the 3PA model, the 
contract signed between the IdP and FO 
should be supplemented with an adden-
dum. In the event that an SP relies on a bad 
assertion from an IdP who does not follow 
the COR, the SP would have a contractual 
right to claim a breach of contract, as an 
intended third party beneficiary. This pro-
vides certainty for the SP as to its rights of 
contract, and as a result, the SP has more of 

... a third party assurance (3PA) model has evolved as the most appropriate 
framework because the federation would benefit both from leveraging existing 
bilateral agreements between IdPs and SPs and from utilizing a third party 
   Federation Operator (FO) as its governing entity.
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protects the viability of the FO (and, there-
fore, of the overall trust framework), since 
the FO does not retain contractual liability 
for damage suffered by the SP for identity 
assurances. The FO’s exposure to liability is 
therefore limited, and can be kept to a cer-
tain (i.e., a capped) amount as against the 
IdP. By avoiding a situation in which un-
limited claims by entities could overwhelm 
the FO’s ability to certify IdP compliance, 
the FO can assure the integrity of the fed-
eration and prevent system failure.

Conclusion:

An appropriate FIM system for TSCP will 
be based on a 3PA model, including the 
ability to build from existing bilateral con-
tracts between IdPs and SPs, and to main-
tain the integrity of the FO over the federa-
tion. The system depends on a COR, which 

an incentive to form an actual trust-based 
decision. Despite not being in contractual 
privity with the FO, the SP will be able to 
make claims to hold an IdP accountable 
against the COR. A reasonable extension 
of an amendment (or new agreement in the 
event that there is no pre-existing relation-
ship) is that an SP negotiates an obligation 
requiring the IdP to meet its federation 
obligations, in combination with an obli-
gation that the IdP maintain their certified 
status with the FO (e.g., in good standing) 
for the duration of the contract term. Thus, 
the SP can make a better informed trust 
decision about the identity asserted by an 
IdP, knowing that the FO must certify the 
IdP.

FO: The FO’s service agreement, which is 
executed only with the IdP, is crafted to 
enforce the obligation of the COR, irre-
spective of any particular IdP’s assertions, 
which are mirrored in the agreement or 
amendment between the IdP and SP incor-
porating the COR. In this agreement, the 
FO and IdP stipulate the intended third 
party beneficiary as being the SPs (i.e., the 
parties relying on the IdP’s assertions). In 
addition to maintaining governance over 
the federation, the FO mitigates risk to 
SPs relying on IdPs. This is accomplished 
through the FO’s trusted third party status, 
which is brought to bear when it certifies 
IdPs as being compliant with their obliga-
tions under the COR. If the IdP were found 
to not comply with the COR, the FO would 
be in a position to either mandate correc-
tive steps for the IdP to come into compli-
ance or to revoke the certified status of the 
IdP. This benefits SPs who, as a result, do 
not need to show actual damage to bring a 
claim against IdPs because, as an intended 
third party, they would have a contractual 
right to enforce compliance with the COR 
against the IdP. Ultimately, the enforce-
ment of the COR by the FO on the IdPs 

is incorporated by reference between the 
parties, first in the bilateral contract signed 
between the FO and an IdP, and then in 
an agreement between an IdP and SP. The 
contract between the FO and all IdPs is a 
standard agreement that holds everyone 
to the same standard, resulting in a quasi-
multilateral agreement. The double-bind-
ing relationship created by incorporating 
the COR by reference sets a framework 
for trust among participants, such that all 
IdPs will abide by certain standards, and 
as an intended third party beneficiary, an 
SP has recourse against an IdP. Moreover, 
the unambiguous allocation of liability en-
courages collaboration between IdPs and 
SPs in the federation, all while minimizing 
the number of contractual negotiations be-
tween each IdP and SPs. These are features 
of a robust system, which TSCP members 
have responded to positively.
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By Andy Han, VP & GM of Product, NextLabs, Inc. and 
Megan Little, Senior Manager of Technical Communications, 
NextLabs, Inc.

Collaboration in the Aerospace & Defense (A&D) industry in-
spires a familiar cliché: there is strength in numbers.  As products 
become more technically complex, they require more diverse ex-
pertise and more complex global supply chains. As a result, broad 
collaborative programs spanning hundreds of organizations and 
many countries have emerged. 

The Transglobal Secure Collaboration Program 
(TSCP) was formed to make this kind of complex 
collaboration both more efficient and more secure.  
Through the Information Labeling and Handling 
(ILH) working group, TSCP aims to streamline the 
process of turning compliance, intellectual prop-
erty (IP) protection and national security require-
ments into automated security controls using a 
standard Business Authorization framework. 

The scale of collaboration today is daunting.  A&D companies 
collaborate across many programs, each of which may involve the 
participation of multiple countries, hundreds of companies and 
their thousands of people, along with terabytes of data. The larg-
est and possibly the most complex of these is the F-35 Lightning 
II Program, also known as the Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) Program. 
According to the JSF program’s website, the program’s goal is to 
engineer “affordable next generation strike aircraft weapon sys-
tems.” To this end, JSF has grown into a multinational cooperative 
development program comprised of nine partner nations: United 
States, United Kingdom, Italy, The Netherlands, Turkey, Austra-
lia, Canada, Denmark, and Norway. The JSF program’s website 
also lists a Security Cooperative Participation group that includes 

Information Labeling and Handling (ILH) to Enable 
a Sustainable Security Model for Global Collaboration

members Singapore and Israel. Members from these countries are 
spread across a dozen Integrated Product Teams (IPTs) for Com-
ponent Design, Weapons Integration, Manufacturing, and Testing, 
among others.  ILH is about ensuring that systems implemented 
for programs such as JSF can be reused on other programs involv-
ing other countries and corporations.

The Security Challenge

Each participant in a global program has to secure program data in 
accordance with global export regulations, non-
disclosure agreements, proprietary information 
agreements, and national security requirements.  
Today, each company implements the necessary 
controls within their own systems based on their 
own interpretation of the program requirements.  
While this may work internally, when data is 
shared across organizations in the supply chain 
each data owner wants to ensure that third par-
ties provide a consistent level of data protection.  

Using traditional methods, achieving this level of consistency re-
lies on user education and end user security procedures that are 
difficult to sustain and hinder collaboration.  For example, it is 
common for staff to have to work across multiple silo systems that 
physically isolate internal and external data.  Reducing the security 
burden on end users is critical to predictable, consistent, and sus-
tainable program security.

Making Security Sustainable

The ILH Business Authorization Framework (BAF) aligns secu-
rity controls directly to business, regulatory, and national secu-
rity requirements, reducing the burden on end users and making 
program security more sustainable. This framework provides a 

A program like JSF 
manages collaboration 
across 11 different 
countries, with 
members spread across 
even more Integrated 
Product Teams (IPTs). 

Figure 1
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set of administrative processes for shar-
ing business authorizations such as export 
licenses, IP licenses, and national security 
requirements across multiple organiza-
tions.  As business requirements change, 
security controls such as labels, markings, 
access control and rights management can 
be updated consistently by each organi-
zation.  Each participant organization is 
able to implement business authorizations 
using any solution of their choosing that 
meets the technical specifications.  In some 
cases, technology standards allow security 
controls to be updated automatically.  The 
result is a closed-loop solution that en-
ables collaboration between organizations, 
which consistent data protections.

Figure 1 provides an illustration of how 
ILH can coordinate security across cus-
tomers, prime contractors program part-
ners and suppliers.  National security and 
export licenses acquired by the prime 
contractor are shared, in the form of ILH 
Business Authorizations, with program 
partners.   Business Authorizations are 
also created to represent IP licenses, such 
as NDAs, PIAs, or PIEAs put in place be-
tween program companies and suppliers.  
These business authorizations clearly com-
municate security requirements and align 
security controls for information labeling, 
protection, and audit.  By leveraging com-
mercial products that meet ILH specifica-
tions, the implementation of controls is 
either automatic or achieved with minimal 
configuration. 

ILH: A Sustainable Model for 
Global Collaboration

By increasing coordination, consistency, 
and sustainability of program security, 
ILH reduces the security burden on end 
users and the associated friction to col-
laboration.  While driven out of the A&D 
industry, ILH is applicable in any industry 
where the protection of sensitive informa-
tion is critical.  As ILH is designed to pro-
vide a sustainable security model to meet 
the challenges of the largest collaboration 
programs, it is pioneering the application 
of business authorizations and automated 
security controls to make safer and more 
secure collaboration realizable and sus-
tainable. 

With every business sector under increasingly sophisticated and persistent cyber at-
tacks, the need for a secure e-mail capability for the A&D sector has been firmly 
established as a key component of this environment. To that end, the Transglobal 
Secure Collaboration Program (TSCP) has released its specifications document set 
for Secure E-mail v.1.

The TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 specifications result from member concerns about the 
security of intellectual property as data is transmitted between companies and their 
respective supply chains. The Secure E-mail v.1 Technical Specification provides in-
formation on best practices and recommendations for a secure e-mail capability to be 
used by the A&D sector, its customers and its supply chain. The TSCP framework is 
usable within the bounds of current multi-jurisdictional export control regimes and 
applicable national regulations and requirements for collaborative programs.

The PKI-based Secure E-mail specifications address the security weaknesses that are 
inherent within Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), the e-mail protocol of the 
Internet. Secure E-mail v.1 authenticates the identity of the sender or the recipient 
or both, enabling users to send and receive signed and/or encrypted e-mail, ensuring 
the confidentiality of e-mail content between them, and ensures that e-mail content 
arrives in the recipient’s mailbox unchanged and any attachments uncorrupted while 
en route. 

Supporting Documents 

The TSCP Secure E-mail v.1 specifications document set includes the Technical Spec-
ifications and its supporting documents:

Technical Profile •	
High Level Design •	
Requirements to Enterprises•	
Requirements to Services Providers •	
Requirements to Community Service Providers•	
Requirements to Vendors •	
PKI Trust Framework •	
Gateway Design Principles •	
Glossary•	

All Secure E-mail v.1 documents are available for download on www.tscp.org, where 
more information about TSCP and its current and ongoing initiatives may also be 
found. 

TSCP’s Secure E-mail v.1 
Specifications Released
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From the beginning, TSCP’s strategic goals 
have encompassed the vision to promote 
safe and secure information exchange, 
interoperability to promote economical 
solutions, and specifications that could be 
endorsed and adopted by and for the Aero-
space and Defense community. 

Those goals are not so different from what 
all Internet users want and need - a “safe” 
Internet, where individuals and businesses 
alike can be assured of protection from 
theft, data corruption and illegal use of 
personal information when banking on-
line, sharing information with healthcare 
providers or using credit cards to purchase 
goods and services. 

TSCP recognized the contributions that it 
could make towards those goals and has 
joined the National Strategy for Trusted 
Identities in Cyberspace (NSTIC), the 
White House initiative to engage compa-
nies and government and private sector 
organizations to create a safe Internet en-
vironment. 

The NSTIC was released by the White 
House on April 15, 2011, at a meeting host-
ed by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce in 
Washington, D.C.  U.S. Sec. of Commerce 
Gary Locke, U.S. Senator Barbara Mikul-
ski and other Administration officials were 
among the business and government lead-
ers who attended the event, which also in-
cluded a panel discussion with private sec-
tor, consumer advocate, and government 
identity management experts. A number 
of technology vendors, including sev-
eral TSCP-member companies, Northrop 
Grumman, Microsoft, CA Technologies, 
CertiPath and Wave Systems, sponsored 
exhibit booths and demonstrated identity 
management products and solutions. 

A key element of the NSTIC is The Iden-
tity Ecosystem, which will foster privacy, 
convenience, efficiency, ease-of-use, secu-
rity, confidence, innovation and choice. As 
described in the NSTIC, the Identity Eco-

system “…is an online environment where 
individuals and organizations can trust 
each other because they follow agreed-up-
on standards and processes to identify and 
authenticate their digital identities—and 
the digital identities of organizations and 
devices.” The NSTIC’s goals are to protect 
individuals, businesses, and public agen-
cies from identity theft and fraud. It would 
protect the privacy of individuals by reduc-
ing the need to share personally identifi-
able information (PII) in order to identify 
themselves at multiple web sites and by 
establishing consistent policies about how 
organizations use and manage PII. 

TSCP Joins White House Initiative for a Safer Internet
Members lend expertise, support to National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace
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Transglobal Secure Collaboration Program announced the first release of the Iden-
tity Federation specification for the aerospace and defense industry.

The A&D industry has evolved into a worldwide partnership of customers, part-
ners, and suppliers who must adopt a collaborative business model that addresses 
the issues of complexity, compliance, cost containment and risk mitigation.
 
IdF v1, originally called DSIF v1 (Document Sharing based on Identity Federa-
tion), enables members of one organization to use their credentials to access in-
formation maintained in a separate security domain by a partnering organization. 
This is achieved by passing a defined set of authentication information to the host 
organization. TSCP has focused on the development of a specification for Identity 
Federation because it enables the A&D organizations to share information beyond 
their boundaries, reduce the cost of credential management, provide a single sign-
on experience to users and improve security. 

IdF v1 includes a Technical Profile for the use of Security Assertion Mark-up 
Language (SAML) attributes in the A&D industry that facilitates interoperability 
among collaborating organizations.

Corporate and government TSCP members have contributed to the development 
of the specification, based upon experience from the implementation of identity 
federation in their production environments.

Further information and documentation for IdF v1 may be downloaded from  
www.tscp.org.

TSCP releases Identity Federation 
Specification

The NSTIC calls on the private sector to 
lead the way towards the development of 
the Identity Ecosystem. Almost 100 dif-
ferent organizations, including businesses, 
non-profit and federal advisory groups, 
contributed ideas on technologies, policies 
and planning for NSTIC. TSCP’s contri-
bution, the Cross-Sector Digital Identity 
Project Proof of Concept, was a collabora-
tive effort produced by member companies 
Northrop Grumman, Microsoft, CA Tech-
nologies and CertiPath. TSCP will con-
tinue its contribution of leadership and its 
membership body’s expertise to the NSTIC 
goals. 

http://www.tscp.org
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INDUSTRY GOVERNMENT TECHNOLOGY

membership

TSCP ANNOUNCES NEW MEMBERS FuGen Solutions, Inc. and Gemalto

On Sept. 28, 2011, TSCP announced that FuGen Solutions, 
Inc. has joined the consortium as a Silver Member. Go to 
www.tscp.org to read the full press release.

FuGen Solutions, Inc. is the leading provider of Cloud-
based Federated Identity Management services for large 
distributed enterprises, government agencies, service pro-
viders, SMBs’, SaaS and online services. FuGen Solutions 
partners with leading Identity & Access Management ven-
dors to deploy Identity Federation using its patent-pend-
ing MISP™ platform and process for organizations across 
several verticals including Financial Services, Energy, 
Government/A&D & Insurance. For more information on 
FuGen Solutions, please visit www.fugensolutions.com.

On Oct. 4, 2011, TSCP announced that Gemalto has joined 
the consortium as a Silver Member. Go to www.tscp.org to 
read the full 10/4/2011 press release.

Gemalto is the world leader in digital security with 2010 
annual revenues of €1.9 billion and over 10,000 employees 
operating out of 87 offices and 13 Research & Development 
centers in 45 countries. Gemalto delivers on the growing 
demands for personal mobile services, identity protection, 
payment security, authenticated online services, cloud com-
puting access, modern transportation, e-healthcare and e-
government services. For more information visit www.ge-
malto.com, www.justaskgemalto.com, blog.gemalto.com, or 
follow @gemalto on Twitter.

http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20110928005341/en
http://www.fugensolutions.com
http://www.tscp.org
http://www.gemalto.com
http://www.gemalto.com
http://www.justaskgemalto.com
http://blog.gemalto.com
http://twitter.com/gemalto
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Spring 2012 Conference and Expo*
Washington, DC

Marriott Crystal City, Arlington, Virginia  •  March 19-22, 2012

Hear from TSCP members – both government and industry – who have • 
teamed to meet the challenges of securing information in the face of 
today’s cyber threats. 

Discuss and debate your secure collaboration and information sharing • 
ideas with fellow attendees and subject matter experts.

Experience live demonstrations of secure collaboration capabilities • 
that TSCP has developed in its on-going efforts to establish unified 
specifications at the highest levels of assurance within the public and 
private sector. 

www.tscp.org 
For TSCP membership information, contact Membership Director JP.Calderon@tscp.org

*Earn CPE Credits (ISC2 and ISACA Continuing Professional Education Credits)

http://www.tscp.org
mailto:JP.Calderon@tscp.org
https://www.isc2.org
http://www.isaca.org

